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DAVID REICH
WHO WE ARE AND HOW WE GOT HERE
Ancient DNA and the New Science of the Human Past
“A thrilling account of mapping humans through time and place.” —Nature
VINTAGE | PAPERBACK | 368 PAGES | $16.95

DR. LUCY JONES
THE BIG ONES
How Natural Disasters Have Shaped Us (and What We Can Do About Them)
“Jones delivers a very accessible book—without sacrificing the scientific content.” —Library Journal
ANCHOR | PAPERBACK | 256 PAGES | $16.95

CARLOS MAGDALENA
THE PLANT MESSIAH
Adventures in Search of the World’s Rarest Species
“A thrilling and inspirational account of adventures in the botanical world.” —The Wall Street Journal
ANCHOR | PAPERBACK | 288 PAGES | $16.00

MICHIO KAKU
THE FUTURE OF HUMANITY
Our Destiny in the Universe
“Kaku is a practiced and very effective popularizer of science....Unfailingly interesting.” —Christian Science Monitor
ANCHOR | PAPERBACK | 368 PAGES | $16.00

JAMES HAMBLIN, M.D.
IF OUR BODIES COULD TALK
Operating and Maintaining a Human Body
“Calls out medical misinformation and marketing myths....Educational, entertaining, and a bit eccentric.” —Booklist
ANCHOR | PAPERBACK | 400 PAGES | $16.95

MAX TEGMARK
LIFE 3.0
Being Human in the Age of Artificial Intelligence
“Original, accessible, and provocative. . . . Tegmark successfully gives clarity to the many faces of AI.” —Science
VINTAGE | PAPERBACK | 384 PAGES | $17.00